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Abstract 
Dyer, E. and J. Roitberg, Homotopy-epimorphisms, homotopy-monomorphisms and homotopy- 
equivalences, Topology and its Applications 46 (1992) 119-124. 
Two variants of a classical theorem of J.H.C. Whitehead are established. The first is used to infer 
that a pointed map f: X + Y of pointed, path-connected CW-spaces which is both a homotopy- 
epimorphism and a homotopy-monomorphism is a homotopy-equivalence and the second 
characterizes the plus construction in homotopy theory. 
Keywords: Homotopy-epimorphism, homotopy-monomorphism, cohomology with local 
coefficients. 
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A morphism in a category which is simultaneously epi and mono need not be an 
equivalence. Thus the following theorem is of some interest. 
Theorem 1. Iff is epimorphism in %‘%‘74’, 
category pointed CW-spaces, in 
%%w.. 
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Versions of this theorem, with finiteness and fundamental group assumptions on 
A were given, first in [5, Theorem 2.11 and later, in improved form,’ in [4, Theorem 
3.21. While conceding that the epi-mono hypothesis was not being fully exploited, 
the second author nevertheless expressed the opinion in [5, p. 210]-later repeated 
in [6, Question 4.6 et seq.]-that the theorem was not likely to be true in general. 
We will obtain Theorem 1 as a corollary to the following more general result, a 
variant of a classical theorem of J.H.C. Whitehead. 
Theorem 2. If f: X + Y in ZJD!?%f. satisjies 
(i) f, : 7r,X + 7r, Y is an epi, 
(ii) f, : 7r,X + 7r* Y is a mono, 
(iii) f * : H*( Y; K) + H*(X; f “K) is a mono for all local coeficient systems K on 
Y, then f is an equivalence in S??FW”. 
To see that Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1, note that monos in %‘%‘7F’ satisfy (ii) 
(trivial) while epis in %%W’ satisfy (i) (easy) and (iii). A proof that epis in %%‘:W’ 
satisfy (iii) proceeds as follows (cf. [7, proof of Theorem 3.11): We need a homotopy- 
theoretical interpretation of H”( Y; K) and f * : H”( Y; K) + H”(X; f *K). The local 
coefficient system K may be viewed as a rr, Y-module M, hence as a group 
homomorphism rI Y + Aut M. The latter gives rise to a principal Aut M-bundle 
over K ( T, Y, 1). Letting Aut M act on K (M, n) in the natural way, we obtain an 
associated (sectioned) fibration over K(T, Y, 1) with fiber K(M, n). Pulling back 
this fibration via the canonical map Y -+ K(r, Y, 1) yields a (sectioned) fibration 
g: E + Y with fiber K(A4, n). Then H”( Y; K) may be identified with the (vertical) 
homotopy classes of sections of g : E + Y. If now u: Y + E is such a section and 
g* : E * + X is the (sectioned) fibration over X induced from g : E + Y via f: X + Y, 
thenf*uEH”(X;f*K)maybeidentifiedwiththesectionu*:X~E*ofg*:E*~X 
defined by u*(x) = (x, u(f(x))). Thus f *u = f “v implies u 0 f = v OA whence (f being 
an epi in %%clLr’) u = v, that is f * : H”( Y; K) + H”(X; f *K) is a mono. 
To prove Theorem 2, we will show that the induced map 
“M+ F 
on universal covering spaces induces a mono 
f* : H*( ?; A) + H*& A), 
for any Abelian group A.2 We may then invoke arguments in [4, 51 to infer that 
’ The finiteness condition was removed. 
* In general, if f: X + Y is a mono in %%Wv, then _?: J? + ? is a mono in %W!f~; but if f: X + Y is 
an epi in XVW’, then f: ff + ?’ need not be an epi in XVW’ (example: the collapsing map from S’ x S’ 
to 9). 
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is an iso. However, in order to make this paper self-contained, for the reader’s 
convenience, we repeat the relevant arguments. Since, by (i) and (ii), 
f*:Tr,X+7T,Y 
is an iso. we conclude that 
is an iso, hence by the classical Whitehead theorem, that f is an equivalence in 
X’%W’. The details follow: 
For a given Abelian group A, Homz(I’, A), where r is the integral group ring 
Z[rr Y] of n, Y, may be viewed as a local coefficient system on Y. According to [2, 
Ch. II], there is a commutative diagram 
Homt.(C, ?, Homz(I’, A)) ---G Homz(C, ? O,.f, A) 
I I 
Homt.( C,z, Hom,(l: A)) _\ HomZ( C,z 0,. r, A) 
where the vertical arrows are induced by the homomorphism 
on chain groups.3 Thus we deduce a commutative diagram 
H*( Y; Hom,(T, A)) A H*( ?‘; A) 
i 
I* 
I 
i* 
H*(X; Homz(T, A)) 4 H*(J?; A) 
which, in view of (iii), allows us to see that 
f* : H*( ?; A) + H*(%; A) 
is a mono for any Abelian group A. Therefore, for each n, the homomorphism 
H”(i; A) + H”( ?; A) 
occurring in the long exact cohomology sequence associated with f is zero. Setting 
A = H,,j and applying the Universal Coefficient Theorem (cf. [4, Theorem 2.1]), 
we find that for each n, 
3 We (abusively) regard C,k as a right r-module and Hom,(T, A) as a local coefficient system on 
X by virtue of the afore-mentioned iso f, : r,X 3 VT, Y. 
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is zero, hence that 
~*:H,~+H*F 
is an epi. 
Now, as f: X + Y is a mono in EFJV’, 
f*:G7*X+7T*Y 
is a mono, hence 
~*:**.L7T*F 
is a mono. 
We may then appeal to the homotopy-homology ladder 
to argue inductively that T,~_? = 0 (cf. [5, Theorem 2.1; 4, Theorem 3.21). Thus, 
is an iso, which, as previously explained, completes the proof of the theorem. 
It should be pointed out that Theorem 2 is quite a bit sharper than Theorem 1. 
In fact, according to [3], the Hopf maps S’+ S4, S”+ S* satisfy condition (ii) of 
Theorem 2 but are not monos in %%‘W’; also, according to [4, Proposition 1.21, 
there are maps f: X + Y which satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 but are 
not epis in Z%7Vs-‘. However, requiring f*: rr,X + T, Y to be an epi and 
f *: H*( Y; K)+ H”(X; f*K) to be an iso for all K does imply that f is an epi in 
%%‘W’; the proof is by obstruction theory. It turns out that maps of the latter kind 
admit a simple and satisfying characterization. Namely, we have the following result, 
our second variant of Whitehead’s theorem: 
Theorem 3. A map f: X + Y induces an epi f* : T,X + TT, Y and an iso f * : H*( Y, K) + 
H*(X;f*K) for all local coejicient systems K on Y@f is the “plus construction,“4 
with respect to some perfect normal subgroup of rr,X. 
Proof. Certainly, if g : X + Xt is the plus construction with respect to some perfect 
normal subgroup of rr,X, then g satisfies the two conditions of Theorem 3. 
Conversely, suppose f: X + Y satisfies the two conditions of Theorem 3. We have 
4 See, for example, [l, 5 3.21 
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a commutative diagram 
.i 
i\, 
A .i - 
X-Y 
i I 
.f 
X-Y 
with the lower square a pullback. Writing 
G = rr,X, Q=rr,Y, K = ker f,=r,k 
and letting A be an Abelian group, we again appeal to [2, Ch. II] to infer a commutative 
diagram 
and hence a commutative diagram 
H*( Y; Hom,(Z[Q], A)) A H*( ?‘; A) 
f*iz 
H*(X;f * HomzWQl, A)) 
1 
f’ 
H (X,H:; * . L,KI@[GI, A)) 2 H*(& A) 
I 
In particular, f* : 0 = H’( Y; A) ?+ H’(X; A) for all A and so H,g = 0, that is, K 
is perfect. If now g : X + X+ is the plus construction with respect to K, we have a 
commutative diagram 
z3 x-x+ 
\J .f h 
Y 
Since h clearly induces an iso h,: rr,X+ % T, Y as well as an iso h*: H*( Y; K) + 
H*(X+; h*K) for all K, h is an equivalence in P43tf’. 0 
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We conclude with a few observations: 
(1) While the proof of Theorem 1 uses the mono hypothesis only mildly, it uses 
the epi hypothesis more strenuously. If the epi hypothesis is replaced by a weak 
epi hypothesis (recall, from [7, H 11, that f: X + Y is a weak epi in %‘%Ur’ if 
gof=**g=*, whenever g : Y + Z) 
then Theorem 1 fails unless it is further assumed that f is a nilpotent map; cf. [7, 
Theorem 2.1; 4, Theorem 3.2 et seq.] and (3) below. 
(2) We take this opportunity to describe a generalized version of [7, Theorem 
3.11, which demonstrates that a weak epi in %Vw’ need not be an epi in %CIV’. 
Thus, let G be a nontrivial, acyclic group and C#J : F + G an epi, where F is a free 
group of suitable rank. Then the induced map f: K( F, 1) + K(G, 1) on Eilenberg- 
MacLane complexes is a weak epi in %VW’ but not an epi in Ft?W’. That f is a 
weak epi in %%?Vzr follows (as in [7]) by obstruction theory and that f is not 
an epi in %%Vf~ follows from the argument above that Theorem 2 implies 
Theorem 1, taking into account the Stallings-Swan Theorem.5 
(3) Yet another example of a weak epi in %%“ur’ which is not an epi in %%?V’ 
(and which is also a mono in %%‘cUr’) is given by the evident inclusion X = 
S’ L, (S’ v S*) uP e3 = Y, where the attaching map p has the form 
here 5 E r, Y and (Y E rz Y are induced by the evident inclusions and 5. CY denotes 
the action of 5 on CI. Details are omitted. 
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